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Bilawal Bhutto Zardari
Chairman, Pakistan Peoples Party
Message
The interest of the humanity in the ancient and common heritage of the
world reached desirable heights during 20th century, when UNESCO started
its drive to inscribe the important remains from the past on its list.
Even before its inscription on the World Heritage List, Mohenjodaro
had become known as a symbol of the great urban expression. The level
of sophistication in the town planning had won its advocates, who were
comfortably going around and claimed Mohenjodaro as a great Bronze Age
settlement.
This representative town of Indus Civilization faced threats from the River
Indus during nineteen sixties, it prompted a campaign to save the site. The
persistence of late Zulfikar Ali Bhutto bore fruits when a UNESCO led
national effort saw the threat to recede, yet the objectives of the campaign
have not been fully achieved, when the stipulated time of the campaign
was over. I understand that we need to be fully involved in addressing the
issue; revival of efforts to safeguard the common heritage of mankind, and
Celebrate Mohenjodaro as the best example of prosperity and development in
antiquity, should be on our cards.
I feel privileged to extend my felicitations, to the participants of the
Conference on Indus Script, they deserve our compliments.
I know the holding of such an event requires hard work, I feel that the
National Fund for Mohenjodaro deserve to be congratulated on their
successful effort, in holding a highly academic and a successful event.
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Syed Murad Ali Shah
Chief Minister, Sindh
Message
The Conference on Indus Script, organized by National Fund for
Mohenjodaro and the Department of Culture, Tourism, Antiquities
& Archives is an august event, aiming at addressing the issue of the
decipherment of an enigmatic script.
Script of Indus is one of the most fascinating and mysterious aspects of the
Indus Civilization. Considerable scholarly attention has been paid to the
study of the script, including compiling signs and corpus of inscriptions,
attempt at decipherment, and investigations in sociolinguistic affiliations.
I am certain that this event will influence and contribute to our
understanding of the script and its role in the Indus Civilization.
Since their discovery heralded the announcement of a new ancient
civilization nearly a century ago, Indus seals and their inscriptions have
captivated scholars and the general public alike. It is possible that these
seals might have been considered symbols of wealth and power, and helped
in reinforcing the social order, these form a part of evidence of Indus
administrative behavior and control.
I feel happy to welcome the presenters and observers attending the
conference, and thank them for undertaking the travel from all over the
World.
My thanks are also due to the organizers for their successful efforts.
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Syed Sardar Ali Shah

Chairman Executive Board (NFM), & Minister,
Culture, Tourism, Antiquities & Archives Department
Message
It is indeed an auspicious occasion for me to state that on invitation of the
Executive Committee of the National Fund for Mohenjodaro the scholars
working on the Indus Script and its different aspects have come together to
discuss the problems in its decipherment, make gainful recommendations to
augment meaningful studies in the future.
I extend welcome to the delegates and the observers attending the
Conference, I am happy to see that their participation in the Workshop
Sessions shall help formulate course of action, where possibilities of more
interaction among the scholars and students shall become possible.
The Government of Sindh has its commitment to the cause of the heritage
and shall continue to take measures in this direction. I am personally obliged
to our guests, who have travelled to participate in this august event.
I am thankful to Kaleemullah Lashari Sahib, who as the Convener of the
Conference, has worked hard for the event and making it fruitful. I am
certain that his cooperation shall be available to the department, in its future
endeavors.
I once again like to thank the scholars making their presentations to the
conference, and look forward to an extended learned discourse.
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